Hi All,
In line with the advice coming out of Premier Daniel Andrews' office this afternoon, we are writing this
email to let you know that we will be temporarily closing Peninsula Gymnastics effective immediately
(22/03/2020). We are facing unprecedented times, uncertain times and we know that this action can help
to #spreadthecurve. We can only hope that these social distancing measures in Australia lesson the
impact on the community and we can all get back to our "normal" routines and activities as soon as
possible. We will evaluate the situation on a weekly basis and continue to communicate to all of our loyal
families.
We are strongly connected to the community and we care about your families. We also feel a huge
responsibility to our staff, in providing them security as we navigate this together. This responsibility
weighs very heavily at the moment. We send our thoughts and love to all of our community, small
business operators and employees who have been affected. Make no mistake, this will have a huge
impact on small businesses like ours. We will do everything we can, to maintain the facility and retain our
staff, so we can resume activities and the delivering of our contemporary programs to your children and
families when the time allows.
So for now, enrolment is paused, we will hold your positions in your classes and payments will cease. As
previously communicated we will be amending our make up lesson policy for the period from Friday 13th
March onwards and automatically creating a make-up token for anyone that missed their classes through
personal choice but had paid for tuition. We will look at innovative ways to allow you to utilise these in the
future, like offering classes additional to our timetable to make room to accommodate the volume of
make ups, value adds in future scheduled breaks and community engagement activities.
During this time of closure, we would like to remain engaged with our community, families and children.
Our full time staff will be creating videos and sharing activities / content that you may enjoy with your
children.
At this time of social distancing, it's so important for everyone's well-being that we remain connected.
Keep talking to each other, reach out to those you haven't heard from, help others where you can and
most importantly be kind.

Thank you for your support and understanding. We are determined to rebuild on the back of this, bring
normality back to participants, families and our staff. We will need our community more than ever. We
are resilient, sport taught us that!
Bec and Tim

